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Abstract. Earlier work has shown how handwritten characters may be rep-
resented as plane curves with x(λ) and y(λ) polynomial functions, and how
efficient recognition can be achieved when the polynomials are written in a
Legendre-Sobolev basis. In mathematical handwriting recognition there is no
fixed baseline and it is necessary to identify certain character features in or-
der to determine spatial relationships. We show how this may be done by
operating on the polynomial curves in the Legendre-Sobolev representation.

Modern pen-based devices usually capture digital pen movement a sequence
of (x, y) points, sampled at some fixed time frequency. These sample points may
be used to provide a continuous functional approximations to the coordinates of
the pen movement.

It is useful and convenient to use approximating polynomial functions with
time or arc length as the parameter [3]. Most of the work to find these polynomials
may be performed in real time, as the pen is moving, by numerically integrating
moment functions [4]. Instead of representing the polynomials in a monomial basis,
we may choose as basis functions the degree ordered Legendre-Sobolev polynomials
that are orthogonal with respect to the inner product

〈f, g〉LS =

∫ 1

−1
f(λ)g(λ)dλ+ µ

∫ 1

−1
f ′(λ)g′(λ)dλ, λ ≥ 0. (1)

This special case of Legendre-Sobolev polynomnials has been studied by Altham-
mer [1]. The basis polynomials Sµi (λ) may be obtained by orthogonalization of the
monomials λi with respect to the inner product (1). In what follows, we will omit
the explicit µ when writing Si(λ).

For mathematical handwriting recognition, it has been shown [5, 6] that
polynomial approximants of degree d = 10 to 12 are sufficient and we may write
x(λ) ≈

∑d
i=0 xiSi(λ), y(λ) ≈

∑d
i=0 yiSi(λ). In this representation, after shifting

the origin and scaling, the curves are points in a (2d−1)-dimensional vector space.
Character classes are almost completely linearly separable and may be classified
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using support vector machines [10, 9]. The Euclidean distance in this space corre-
sponds to a variational integral between curves. This allows very fast comparison
of characters to known models. As the character classes are convex, linear homo-
topies between two points in a class will also lie in the class. This may be used to
map feature-defining points from known models to new points, e.g. to determine
the handwriting baseline [7, 8].

In determining certain features for handwriting, we must find locations where
the coordinate curves achieve locally extreme values, e.g. relative maxima or mina,
or critical points where the derivatives of the coordinate curves are simultaneously
zero.

This motivates us to the problem of finding extrema and approximate poly-
nomial GCD for polynnomials in Legendre-Sobolev representation. In this talk we
present mathematical tools for these problems. We demonstrate matrix methods
to:

• Compute the coefficients of the Legendre-Sobolev approximation from inte-
grated moments,

• Convert between Legendre-Sobolev and Legendre bases,
• Compute derivatives in Legenre-Sobolev representation,
• Compute the GCD of polynomials in Legendre-Sobolev basis.
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